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Foreword 
TI\c seventh issue of the Baroque Routes Newslener is being published at a time when the study of Baroque ts mtcmationally bemg promoted with 
an unprecedented sem.e of commitment, as the basis of research activity in several institutions of higher leammg and, parncularly, as the basis of 
ItS potential to be marketed for wider cultural and touristic purposes. 
The recent publication of a monumenral work on the Baroque architectural heritage of Sicily is one example of such praiseworthy inttiarives. 
Thoroughly researched and well written by Professor Maria Giuffr~ of rhe Ulliverslty ofPalermo and full of excellent illumations hy the rellowned 
photographer Melo Minella, the hook 13arocco in Sicilia is now available in all leading bookshops in Italy <md is also promoting the remarkable 
visual splendour of Sicilian Baroque archttecture in the newly refurbished airport of Fontanarossa in Catania, the mam tourisric gateway to Sictly. 
A 'ccond equally praioeworthy mitiative ts the recent inauguration of a new on line JOurnal on the milttary architecture of the Baroque age called 
ARX («-ww.fortress-explorer.org). According to tts author, Or Stephen Spitcri, who has been lecturing on the subject m the academic cour:.e~ of 
the lntemational lnsntute for Baroque Studiel> since 2002, this new onlme JOurnal contains academtc papers, arncles and illustrations that can be 
downloadeJ for research purpo-cs thus contribuung to the promotion of Malta's rich herimge of military architecture m the Baroque age. Dr Spneri 
wtll 'hortly be also publishing a new book and has held an exhibition under the ausptces of the lmernationallnstitite for Baroque Studies enmleJ 
'The Art of Fortress Building m Hospttallcr Malta'. In late November, the Insti tute collaborated with the French Emha:.sy in Malta to convene an 
international ~ymposium on Scha~nen Le Prcstre de Vauban. This conference at tracted a number of mtemauonal experrs on forttficarion buildmg 
in the Baroque age and also included presentations by renowned architects who have been involved in the cretttivc restoration of cities and fonrc~ses 
~~ocia tcd with the great French militaty r ngineer of Le Roi Soleil. 

The International Institute for Baroque 
Studies (11 BS) at the University of Malta 
was set up to promote the pursuit of 
interdisciplinary, academic studies on 
various aspects of Baroque culture. lt 
organises symposiums, public lectures, 
exhibitions and other activities leading 
to a greater appreciation of Baroque 
culture, with particular reference to 
Malta, and networks with similar 
centres for Baroque studies overseas. 
lt is currently engaged in research 
projects concerning Baroque art and 
architecture of the seventeenth and 
eighteenth centuries. The Institute 
organises MA courses on Baroque 
studies and short courses on the 
Baroque heritage of Malta and its 
conservation, and is also engaged in 
giving assistance to various bodies 
concerned with the restoration of 
Baroque buildings and artefacts. lt 
also runs a pre-tertiary Certificate 
course and a Diploma course in 
Barogue architecture, commissioned 
by the Ministry tor Resources and 
Infrastructure of the Government of 
Malta. 

Contact Address 
International Institute for Baroque 
Studies 
University of Malta 
Msida MSD 06 
Tel: 00356-21333919 
Fax:00356-21333919 
Email: jonathan.apap@um.edu.mt 

Director: Professor Denis De lucca 

Executive officer: 
Mr jonathan Apap 

Board Members 
Prof. Juanito Camilleri (Rector) 
Rev. Prof. Peter Serracino lnglott 
Prof. Denis De lucca 
Prof. Mario Buhagiar 
Prof. Victor Mall ia Milanes 
Dr. Keith Sciberras 
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Prof. Paolo Varela Comes 
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As mentioned above, all rh is is happening within the context of several other initiatives which 
are being taken in Malta and Sicily to promote the Baroque ;uchitcctural herimge. After a long 
period of neglect, the Baroque churches and palaces of the Vat di Noto in Sicily are finally 
receiving the attention and interventions they deserve with heavy UNESCO fundmg, while m 
Malta the Baroque butldings and fortifications of the main urban centres are being systemancally 
studied and restored through the efforts of three very active Rehabilitation Committees m the 
Ministry for Resource~ and Infrastructure. In thts respect and m the wake of r:wo mastcrplans 
that have already been drawn up for Mdina and Cottoncra, the International Institute for 
Baroque Studtes has been commissioned by the Mimstty to prepare a thi rd masterplan for the 
fortress ci ty ofVallctta. Needless ro say, this masterplan, when completed shortly, wtll provide 
the much needed reference potnts for all future research and active reotoration works regardmg 
Grand Master De Vallcnc's city, built in 1566 to commemorate the great siege of Malta by 
Suleyman's Turkish forces. 

Professor Dcnis De Lucca 
Director- lnrernationnl lnstirure for Baroque Studies 
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Exhibition 

The Art of Fortress Building 
Hospitaller Malta 

• 

Stephen C. Spiteri 

The religious and military Order of the Knights 
of St. John sought to affirm its destiny in stone. 

Its long military history can be said to have been ~~~~~~~~~ 
moulded by ramparts of stone. Indeed, the one 
constant feature of the Hospitaller war machine "".r..~:;-.:•.~ 

throughout its long six hundred-year history was 
its heavy reliance on formidable stongholds and forts. In all the theat res of war in which the Order 
established its convent - the Latin East, Rhodes, and Malta -fortifications were the Order' s prime 
instrument of war. 

Withom their fortified bases, the Knights would not have been 
able ro rake the war tO their enemies, nor defend themselves 
from the heavy retaliatory blows that were sure to follow. The 
ca~des and fortresses of Syria and the Latin East such as Crac de 
Chevaliers, Marqab and Belv01r, together with the fortresses of 
Rhodes and the Dodecanese islands and the bastioned enceintes 
and rowers of Malta all stand monument ro the importance that 
the Hosp1taller Knights assigned to the design and construction of 

their fortifications. Nowhere was th1s commitment to build fortreSSCS, 

however, so manifestly evident as during the Maltese period of the 

Order's long military history. In the two-and-a-half centuries that the 

Knights occupied the Maltcre islands, rhcy aansformed them from a 

barren outpost on the fringes of the European mainland, that was then 

a dependency of the Spanish crown, into a front line bulwark for all 

Christendom and one of the heaviest defended islands anywhere 10 the 

world- hrerally an island-fortress 10 the centre of the Mediterranean. 

Tius prodigious fomess·bu1lding effort was made possible by the 

Order's s10gleminded purpose and the huge financial resources that the 

Knights were able to muster and funnel into their ambitious building 

programmes. Equally important was the Order's highly efficient fonn 

of government, run on a relatively stable constitution that had been 

developed and perfected very early in its fom1ation and one that a llowed 

it continuity and consistency in its actions. By the time of the arrival 

of the Order in Malta in 1530, the Hospitallers had acquired a long 

fortress-building tradition. Their adm10istrative and organizational 

mechanism, geared towards perpetual warfare, had developed, over the 

centunes, into a highly efficient structure. 

"The Art of Fortress Building in Hospiraller Malta" was an 

exhibition that drew attemion to this unique building process. 

Organized by the National Library and myself with the assistance of 

the Fortress Explorer Society and the Superintendence of Cultural 

Hcrit<1ge under the auspices of the International Institute of Baroque 

Studies, UOM, it focused on the issues that military engineers had to 

contend with in the implementation offoruess schemes, following the 

construction of a complex work of fortification throughout its many 

stages and also examining the organization of the workforce, the 

workings of the fortification atelier, ami the roles played by military 

engmeers, commissioners, surveyon., dmughtsmen, master-masons and 

the various skilled craftsmen and labourers. 

A crucial aspect of thasexh1b11ion ~how the Knights themselves 

and their contemporaries recorded this extensive building activity. 

The end product was a synthesi~ of contemporary engineers' and 

commissioners' reports, original architectural plans and maps, bu1lding 

contracts and 'appalti', minutes of 1 he meetings of the Order's council 

and the Congregation of War and Fortification, testimonials, notarial 

deeds, and numerous suppUchi by master-masons, skilled craftsmen, 

and other individuals involved in the building industry. The story 

was also told by means of specially designed panels, detailed scale 

models of fortifications, building tool!. and replica Instruments. (An 

onlme catalogue can be downloaded from WWit·.forrress-explorer 
orf)exh_aual.hnnl) 

The an of fortification in the Maltese 1slands throughout the Order'~ 

rule was a complex and multifaceted aclivit y that grew to impinge upon 

many aspects of the Knights' OQ:(anizational, military, and technical 

capabilities. The numerous and ongoing schemes of fortification 

impressed themselves not only upon the Order itselfbut also, inevitably, 

upon Maltese society in general. The cxrenr to which the whole 

fortification enterprise affected the Maltese milieu was considerable. 

Aside from the financial benefits derived from the large sums of money 

drawn from abroad, which filtered down inro the economy in general, 

the fortification works prov1ded wide employment, generatmg 10 the 

process a prosperous quarrying and buildmg indusay. On the other 

hand, the imposition of taxation and other financial burdens did 

lead to a growing sense of resentment among the inhabitants which, 

coupled with other long-standing !,lfievanccs, eventually resulted in 

the downfall of the Order. But there is no denying the fact that the 

fortifications did provide the inhabitants with an increasing sense of 

security, especially from 1566 onwards. Ar no rime in their past hastory 

had the Maltese inilabitants been so well protected against mvasion 
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and predamry piratical raids as rhey were throughout the seventeenth 

and eighteenth centuries. The population explosion which the Maltese 

islands witnessed throughout the two hundred years or so of rhe Order's 

rule must have been, to some extent, ascribable to the effects of fortress

building activiry. 
Within the malllary and technical sphere, the buildmg of 

fortifications throughout the period under review was characterized by 

an effort aimed at establishing an all-encompassing defensive strategy 

designed ro cover the whole of the isl:md (including Gozo). This, in 

turn, dictated an ever-broadening span of projects and a parallel incre;ase 

in organizational and logisrical commitments. The whole process 

reached ats clamax by the middle of the eaghreenth century with the 

erection of works ~uch as Fort Manoel, Fon Chambrai and the coastal 

defences ofSt Julians, Birzebbuga and Armaer. The effon becomes all 

the more impressave when one realizes that it was accompanied by a 

similarly huge investment designed to bring LO completion many of 

the monumemal, yet largely unfinished, seventeenth-century Baroque 

schemes around the harbour area- the enceames of Floriana, Fircnzuola 

and Cononera. 

In terms of mihtary architecture, however, the eighteenth century 

cannot be vaewed in LSOlanon from the prevaou.s epochs, panicularly the 

1600s, when the basic fundamental strategy and many of rhe processes 

that were to condititm the final configuration of the fortifications were 
laid down by d1e0nler. Indeed, a considerable pan of the building effort 

invested during the I 700s was intended ro bring to completion and 

rationalize the se,·emeenth cenrury monumental schemes. This was no 

mean task m itself ~pecially since most of these vast enceintes had still 

to be fitted with outerworks and many of the other necessary elements 

of defence such as retrenchments, magazines, and barracks. 

Lf one can identifY any characteristic difference between seventeenth 

and eighteenth century defensive works, this must surely be the fact that 

the monumental Baroque schemes of vast and continuous bastioned 

enceimes prOJected during the 1600s, such as the Floriana, Sta 

Margherira and Cottonera lines, had begun to give way m a preference 

for a system of smaller detached works as the eighteenth cemury wore 

on. With the exception of the ovenly ambitious schemes of the coastal 

lines of entrenchments, which were designed to envelope the shores 

wimin miles-long ~tretches of ram parrs, a scheme which, however, was 
quickly abandoned, the defences erected during the 1700s compno;ed 
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mainly small banene:., rcdoubts, and demchlxl forrs. Although it can 

be argued thlltthis development was somewhat dictated by the state of 

the Order's dwindling financial resources, il also reflects the increasing 

trend in military circles towards a new ~ryle of military architecture - a 

shift from the traditional bastioned encemtcs to the new polygonal 

systems mat was [() become the fashion throughout later centunes. 

This evolution as bcstallusrrated at Fon Tagn~. the last significant work 

of fortification erected by the Knights and one which was influenced 

by rhe writings of Marc Rene, Marquis de Montalembert. lronacally, 

Montalembert's pioneering ideas found little favour in France since 

most French engineers clung to the tradiuonal concepts establbhed 

byVauban. 

And it is largely to Vauban's influence that the Order's defemave 

works in the Maltese islands during the eighteenth century owe 

much of their shape and appearance. Indeed, rhe second important 

characteristic feature of the Order's eighteenth century fortificaticms is 

that they arc all a product of French military architecture, as opposed 

to the previous two centuries where the fort afications were invariably 

of Italian design. This was no coincidence, for by the late 1600s the 

Order found arsclf ~hafting from the impenal into the French sphere of 

influence, lured by France's growing malatary might and prestige m the 

world. And in military architecture, France wa:. then undisputedly the 

leading exponent. 

The real connection began with Grand Master Perellos' request 

to King Louis XIV for military assistance followmg the emergency of 

1714, when Malta was once again threatened wath attack by the Turks. 

The generous French re:.ponse 'vas as much a case of political alliance 
as it was a calculated act of propaganda. For along with French guns, 

cannon, and munitions came also a corps of French military advisors. 

Brigadier Ren~ Jacqucs de Tigne, who headed the mission, was then one 

of rhe most experienced engineers in France with 26 years of service. 

Assisting him was Charles Francms de Mondaon, and a troop of lesser 

engineers. Berwccn them, rhesc two milatary experts would effccuvely 

reshape rhc Order's malitary esrablishmem, dictaung the course of the 

development anti design of military architecture in the Maltese aslands 

throughout the rest of the century. Mondion would eventually go on 

to serve the Order as resident engineer until his death in December 

1733. His eighteen years of service represent the most intense period 

of fomess-bualdmg activity in the Island'> h11>tory wherein some of the 

best and most beauuful examples of forb and fortifications were erected 
and where most of the existing fortifications were eather remodelled 
or fmished with all the modem adjuncts of defence that eighteenth 
century French military architecture could offer. 

During rhis seminal period, the ensuing imprint of French ideas 

extended to cover all aspects of military architecture, from the 

planimemc design of a fort down to rhe decorauve elements of Baroque 

gateways. Not surpnsingly, many of rh~ new elements, such as the 

purposely-bualt polveriste and drawbridge mechanisms introduced 

by Mondion were described in rhe Order's documents as being ~ la 

Vauban. 
lt was not simply new devices, however, rhar the French malaary 

engineers brought over with them ro the Malta. They also helped usher 
in a new sense of professionalism in the field of military architecture. 

The prima donna amrude of many earlaer haughty Italian military 

engineers, such as Floriana and Laparelli, was replaced by disciphncd 

. men who were the product of a comrolk-d sy~lem and a formahzcd 

school of engineering1. The systematical and methodical approach oft he 

French military mind is perhaps best reflected in the many well-prepared 

and beautifully executed plans of d1e fortifications projects srill to be 
found preserved in the National Library m Valletta together with thear 
accompanying analyracal reporrs. These scaled, meticulously detaaled 
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technical drawings and sectional elevations, 

drawn ro an esrablished convention, contraSt 

markedly with the relatively crudely-executed 

designs of the earlier Italian engineers. 

Tbe Art of ·[ • 
Fortress Bu1 orng 

The Order's documents also reveal a forrress

building activity that followed very closely the 

contemporary technical practices, consonant 

with the convenrions of the profession at the 

ume - from the techniques of surveying ro 
the geometric configuration of plans; from the 

des1gn of countermine tunnels and gunpowder 

magazmes ro the working mechanisms of 

drawbridges; from the grad1ent of rampartS walls 

to the omamenrarion of Baroque gateways. 

Indeed, the close resemblance of some of the 

adopted solutions to designs featured in various 

illumated treatises of the period, such as those 

in Hospitaaer Iv1alta the product of 2l years 
of ongoing research 
over 110 exhibits: 
original knights' plans 
molltal)l engineers' reports 
military treatises 
manuscripts and re<Xlfds 
biAing tools & ~ng 
Instruments 

of Bcmard Forrest de Belidor's treatise lA Science des Ingenieurs dans la 
conduiLS des craooux de fcmifico.tion et d' archicwwe civile, stand witness 

to how 1nstrumenral printed material had become in exporting 1deas 

and standardizing panems. The attempts to introduce the Gribeavaul 

ca.rriage in the late I 780s, for example, also smnds witness ro the desire 

to remain in lme with all the latest technological developments. 

The Knights and rhe1r m11itary engineers, however, did nor simply 

keep abreast of developments but were at times even able LO lead the 

field. The development of the fougasse-pierrier, the bonded-merlon 

re inforced against d isplacement (at Fort Chambrai), and most 

imporranrly, the construction of Fort Tigne, one of the first truly 

polygonal forrs, were imponant contributions to the art offortificauon 

- they were ro exert a profound mfluence on the British military 

throughout the course of the nmeteenrh cenrury. 

The stimulus of foreign 1deas was balanced by the local building 

practices, dependent as rh~ were on the narure of building materials 

and long-established traditions, and by the idiosyncrasies of native 

expertise. Above all, the Order's builders were constrained to operate 

within a long-established administnttive and organizational framework 

that had changed li ttle from the time of the Order's early years in 

Rhock:s. This structure was primarily designed to retain direct control 

over the whole process securely in the hands of the Knights - from 

the selection of the engineer down to the distribution of materials 
and supplies, at all levels of the building process. The only notable 

development throughout the 1700s was that the whole apparatus 

became somewhat larger and more bureaucratized, a trend common to 

most of the other instirutions of the Order throughout this period. 

The official to emerge most in charge of the fortification building 

process during the eighteenth century was Lhe resident engineer. 

Mondion, Marandon, the Ball de Tignc and Tousard acquired a 

freedom of operation, particularly in designing and conceiving new 

projectS, that would have been the envy of their seventeenth-century 

counrerparrs. Hitherto, such a privilege had generally rested solely with 

rhe visiung experts invited over to advise on specific projectS. Reliance 

on direct foreign expertise m the earlier Hospitaller tradition is largely 

consp1cuous for its absence throughout the 1700s. To a large degree thiS 

1s explained by the fact that Tigne's scheme was adopted by the Order 

as the definitive master plan for the defence of the fortifications in 1715 

in an attempt to prevent a recurrence of the needless expenditure and 

changes of plan that had resulted from an over-abundance of conflicting 

advice from numerous foreign expensduring the late 1600s2• Although, 

in reality, Mondion, Marandon, and the Bali de Tigne were simply 

working within the plan originated and masterminded by Tigne. they 

were still able to achieve more than JUSt the supervision of the day-to-day 
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works. Marandon, for example, invented and introduced the fougasse1, 

and Mondion redesigned Fort Manoel and built various gateways among 

other projects. The sole exception to this partem was the visit of the 

French military mission, headed by Bourlamaque, which was called in 

dunng the emergency of 1761. Even so, this brief inrerlude did not lead 

to the implemenration of any substantial new works. 

The eighteenth-century bu1lding effort was driven by a locally raised 

workforcc. The labour shortages of the sixteenth and early seventeenth 

centuries had given way to a surplus of manpower by the 1700s and at 

least one documented instance has been encountered where fortification 

schemes were purposely used as an oppommity to provide work f<)r 

hard pressed inhabitants. The smaller scale of the eighteenth-century 

building projects, when compared to the massive sevenreenth-cenrury 

schemes meant that although the actual size of a work force at any 
one site was considerably much smaller, there were usuaUy many more 

buildmg projects going on at the same ume. In one of his reportS, for 

example, Tigne records that during the final phases of the works on the 

Floriana lines there were only rwo masons working on the left branch of 

the homwork and on the construction of some traverses in the dirch4• 

A&rain, the buildingofFortChambrai in the 1750s never saw more than 
200 persons labouring on sire. This conrrasts sharply with the 4,000 or 

so men toiling on moumScibcrras it' 1566. Yet in the years 1715-1720 
there were over fifty separate building projects materializing all across the 
archipelago. There is then the fact that there was never the same sense 
of urgency during the 1700s as there had been during the construction 

ofValletta. Fortifications built in times of peace progressed much more 

slowly than those put up m time:. of war. 

The late eighteenth century also saw the Order attempt to introduce 
and maintain squadrons of sappers for use in Limes of siege, in imitation 
of the practice which was being introduced in most European armies of 
the time. These were generally based on a system of volunteers, recr1.1ired 

from the various guilds and comprised a company 200-strong by the 

rime of the French invasion in 1798s. 

In terms of building methods and materials, the eighteenth century 

saw linle divergence from earlier pracnces. The forrress-building activity 
remamed a predominantly labour-mtensive one where tools and 

equipment employed had not changed much from earlier medieval and 
Roman times. No complex mechanical dev1ces seem to have ever been 

employed for shifting large volumes of earth or lifting of huge weights. 

The one notable introduction was the use of explosives (fomelli) to 

facil itate the quarrying and clearing of rocky sites, a practice which was 
used extensively during the construction of the coastal entrenchments 

in the second half of the eighteenth cennu·y6. 

Stone was the basic building block of forrress construction, its 
quarrying, rransponation, and dressing similarly unchanged from earlier 
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epochs. The size of the stone blocks was still that which was introduced 
m the earlier days of Hospitaller rule (course height of 4lcms). The 
only development was the application of rustication, but this was 
largely limited to the smaller coastal works and was added mainly 
for aesthetic rather than military purposes. The sandwiched form of 
rampan construction, with earth filling, remained the standard form 
of wall building, though outer face walls were given a sceeper gradient 
in line with the formula establish<.-d by Yauban and later engineers. 
Earth retained its importance as the best effective shock absorber in 
the formation of rampans and continued to form the lxxly of terrepleins 
and glacis, though the scarcity of soil in the Maltese islands usually 
meant that the rcrreplein had largely to be composed of the rock and 
stone chippings generated during the quarrying of the ditch. The 
splintenng quahties of th1s l)-pt of deblai made 1ts use in parapets and 
other breastworks quite dangerous to the guncrcws and defendmg liOOps 

sheltering behind parapets. As a result, local parapets continued to be 
revetted with dressed stone and designed to resist displacement rather 
than absorb the momentum of mcoming shot. Although the French 
engmeers found little merit m such a manner of constl\lctton they 
tended to recommend the strengthen of the ex•sting breastworks (by 
raising their height) rather than their substitution for earthen ones, 
g1ven the magntlude of such a task. 

The scarcity of earth also meant that even the usually more 

ephemeral field defences, as introduced in the shape of coastal and 
inland entrenchments during the couTSe of the eighteenth cemury, had 
to be built of stone in the manner of permanent fortifications rather 
than in earth. In such cases, however, a dry-stone walling technique, 
known as •a pierra a secco'1, was employed without the use of mortar 
although at times wer soil was uSl.-d to provide a degree of binding 
strength tO such works. The use of earth as a bmding mortar, even in 
normal ramparrs, was a practice which remamed in widespread use 
throughout the 1700s. Many engmeers decried this habit as earth did 
not produce very strongly bonded walls, especially in repair works. 
Others believed it was a good cost-effective substitute that could be 
resorted to in order to cut down on expense:., for the production of lime 
consumed vast amounts of wood fuel. A I though wherever possible dry 
bl\lshwood collected from around the coumryside was used ro fire the 
kilns, the pres.~ure of ongoing works meant that there was also a heavy 
reliance on imponed timber', inevitably raising the cost of production 
of this imponant material and at times causing d1fficulties 1n meeting 
the required production quoras9. 

The scarcity of timber can also be gauged from the fact that even 
as late as 1782 many forrress gateways were snlllacking their wooden 
doors and drawbridges, some which had to be walled up10. The list of 
building materials presem on site during the building of Fort Chambrai, 
for example, shows how every single piece of timber was inventoried 
and accounted for. Col. Morshcad, Commanding RE in Malta m 1832, 
records how the woodwork of most coastal towers and redoubts around 
the island had been 'stolen and carried' away by the public11 • 

The eighteenth century also witnessed the need for greater control 
over all buildmg materials and supplies. New, and fmner, regulations 
were laid down by the Chapter General of 1776 in order to ensure 
greater accountability over the resources, particularly the supplies 
of wood, metal, lime and pozz.olana held in various magazines, with 
consignments of new stocks having to take place in the presence of 
auditors and detailed records kept of all provis1onsu. 

The eighteenth century saw ever-increasing burdens imposed by an 
ever-growing system of fortifications. By the laner half of the 1700s, 
1t was no longer possible to gtve attention to all the elements m the 
defences and mev1tably some areas went neglected for many a d<.'Cade. 
Even so, the Order exerted great effort to maintain the fortifications 
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in a reasonable state of repatr and even when 1mpovetished hy the 
confiScation of 1ts European revenues toward!. the end of rhe 1700s, 
it always sought to allocate some funds towanls the upkeep of the 
fortifications. By 1795, however, many repair works had to be suspended 
and subsequently abandoned for a lack of funds. 11 

Like today, most of the cau"C~ of decay re:.ulted from erosion, 
torrential rains and vegetation, and even the inhabitants were nor 
lacking in contributing to the spoliation of parapets and walkways. 
The Knights were also not impanial to allowing considerable sections 
of the fortificauons to serve as pnvate orchanls and gardens, and even 
as a form of social housing for rhe poorer sections of the Maltese soc1ety 
-an unmilitary practice that did lilt le to contribute towards the overall 
upkeep and good state of repair. 

The picture that emerges of the fonificarions during the eighteenth 
century is that of a complex network of defences where nearly all of 
rhe defensive components had been laid out according to the defensive 
master plan established earlier at the beginning <>f the century by Tigne. 
Some areas such as the Corrad1oo heights and T a'Xbiex, however, still 
lacked any fortifications and even Dragut Pomt had only Jul>t been 
fonified with a small new work that was completed in 1795. Many, 
though not all, of the forrs and fonrcsses had been fltted with all basic 
adJunCtS of defence - outerworb and countennines, glacis, powder 
m~mes, drawbridges, sally·portl> etc. Yet the whole system, although 

generally depicted quite neatly on contemporary maps and plan~ of the 
harbour was still not quite so complete in all its details. Bourlamaque's 
remark, in 1761, that Fon Manocl was a 'model of fonificatton' could 
not be said of all the other fortiflcauons, includmg those on the nearby 
island of Gozo, and of the system of coastal defences. 

This srate o( affuirs emerges very clearly from the early reports of 
the British military m the nineteenth century. The British documents 
show that even though the fomfications were hardly tested m acuon 
during the French blockade and were, therefore, inherited in a relatively 
undamaged state, they appear in a prevailing state of unreadiness, and 
sometimes disrepatr14. Notably lacking were infantry banquette~ and 
finng platfonns while many ditches, scarps, counterrnines, and glacis 
were on the whole uncompleted. Indeed, they echo in a way many 
earlier reports prepared by the Order's engineers and help bear out the 
fact that the Knights lacked the resources during their last year> on the 
Island to enable them to mamram and finish all the defensive works. 

Yet this was nor the reason why the whole network of defence 
works succumbed to Napoleon's troops when flnally put to the test in 
1798. Ironically, neither the well-thought out and engineered design 
soluuons adopred by the Order's engmeers nor the carefully chosen 
building materials and time-proven methods employed by the local 
builders playeJ any part at all in the drama of the Onler's capmdarion. 
It was the Order ofSt John itself, and not the walls with wh1ch it had 
sought for centuries to surround 1Mlf, that had collapsed. 

D. de Lucc:~. Mondion. The aohievemcnr of a Frenth milicary cngint-er working 
in Malta in 1hc early cig!ueeneh cen1ury (Malta. 2003). 1. 

2 Alison Hoppc:n. "Th< Fonifiaeion of Malta b)• chc Ord<r of Se John (2nd «<n. 
Malta 1999).107. 

3 S. Spircn. The Fougassc - The Seon< Monar of Malu (Malc:a, 1999). p.-...im. 
4 NLM, Lib Ms 1301, 153; Hoppc:n (1999), t08. 
5 C. TC:sta. ·111c French in Maim, 29. deed from C. tie Lc Joun<Juicre. I 'l:.xpedi<ion 

d. Egypee. i (Pari.>, 1899). 591, n.J. 
6 AOM 6546. pas.<im. 
7 Nl.M Lib. Ms 590, no po>gi1121ion. 
8 AOM646.f.t34(1687). 
9 AOM 648, OOOv-307. 
10 AOM 1015. f.276 1781. 
11 Public Records OOicc. K<w. WO 95/91 0. 
12 AOM 309. f.92. 
13 AOM 1015. f'U7 (1795). 
14 S. Spiceri. British Milicary Arthuccturc in Malca (Mal ea. 1996), 23: Pub! it Records 

Oflico, Kow. MR 529/0; Rny:cl EngincersMuseumiU'.4501-133/J. 
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The Importance of Conserving 
Originality: the Editing of Neo-Latin 
Baroque Texts Dane Munro 

Texts found on inscriptions and in archives contain a wealth of information for 
historians, archaeologists, philologists, linguists and other schola rs and interested 
persons. Sooner or later, nearly everyone engaged in Baroque studies is confronted 
with inscribed texts on tombstones or manuscripts. Editors of such texts must render 
them in an intelligible manner and use a standard format, such as that established 
by the Leiden Convention of 1931. 

The idea behind establishing an accepted convention is naturally 

to avoid confusion. Prior to the Leiden Convention, numerous 
methodologies and individual styles existed, which were only 
intelligible to a very small circle. Publications often lacked 

explanations of the editorial principles employed therein. 
Reference materials to the individual styles remained largely 
unpublished, making it quite a puzzle for outsiders to comprehend 

the purpose of the edimr. 
A bigger challenge lay in overcoming the pervasive influence 

of the neo-classical movement, which tried to 'correct' previous 

expressions of an, such as the Baroque, into what was perceived 
w be truly classical proportions- thereby destroying the original 
character of works belonging a different era. 

Classical scholars influenced by these principles had an 
incorrigible urge to 'amend' Neo-Latin texts (all Latin written 
from the Renaissance onwards) to the standards of the classical 

era. They regarded Neo-Latin as Latin gone astray and therefore 
in dire need of correction. In shon, their ideal was to have 
Cicero as their editor-in-chief. This tendency to put hundreds of 
years of language development through the blender of classical 
correctness in order to produce works of conjecture has been 

frowned upon since the I 930s. 
One can neither 'correct' the works ofWilliam Shakespeare 

to the standards of Chaucer, nor the other way around . Any 

attempt to 'correct' the spell ing in Neo-Latin texts must 
therefore be regarded as a grave mistake, since orthographical and 

morphological customs reflect contemporary ideas of etymology 
and relations between words. 1 

The Leiden Convention strives to avoid such editorial 

malpractice. Every era has its own peculiarities, which must be 
appreciated, respected and conserved. The essential qualities 
ofNeo-Latin lie in its differences w classical Latin, and certain 

fundamental issues should not be open to any kind of dispute. 

Editing practice 

The importance of producing a strict diplomatic, or semi diplomatic 
edition, respecting and conserving the originality of all aspects 
of the text, cannot be stressed enough. 

Besides providing an accurate version of what is preserved, 

an edimr must also try w restore text that is not preserved 
- while making a clear distinction between restored text which is 

reliable, and that which is conjectural and unsupported. Restored 
text must conform to stylistic features such as orthography, 
grammar and spelling, and to the peculiarities of the period, 
region, function and social context. 

It stands to reason that when transcribing a text, the spatial 

organisation, such as the original line and word order, should 
be kept. The spelling of the text has to be preserved, so that it 
does not lose its authenticity and value, even when it is regarded 

as 'wrong'.1 For a correct appreciation and understanding of 
Neo-Latin texts, and of course of any other languages found 
in archives or on inscriptions, it is always sensible to refer w 

The Leiden Convention of 1931 introduced a system of editing epigraphical or palaeographical texts using a convention of 
diacrit ical signs which has gradually developed into an auxiliary science.3 From the I 930s onwards, papyrologists, epigraphists 
and, to a lesser extent, palaeographists, were zealous advocates for an academic standard in this field. 

The Leiden Convention is now regarded as the standard in editing in the international academic community.i All major 

periodicals in these fie lds require authors to edit their articles for peer-reviews and publication accordingly. Important collections 
of Latin inscriptions, such as the Corpus lnscriptionum Latinarum (CIL) have adopted a scientific approach with help of diacritical 
signs.5 

Prof Sterling Dow was one of the moving forces behind the development of the Leiden System in the 1960s. According to 
h im, proper editing is to render in print, by use of regular, understood and agreed upon conventions, which shall be as simple and clear as 
possible, an unambiguous and correct representation of the original text, so that both academics and non-specialist readers may comprehend 
such texts with the minimum of difficulty. 6 T he proper recording of texts is an aid to their conservation and restoration, due to their 
appearance on perishable materials. 
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dictionaries of the period in question, especially regarding the 
use of orthography, morphology, syntax and vocabulary. 

The editor in charge is responsible for the delivery of a 
complete and intelligible text. To achieve this task, editOrs are 
faced with a large number of decisions, using diacritical signs as 
their tools. In this decision-making process, all the epigraphic 
and palaeographtc findings within the original text must be taken 
into consideration before the text is transcribed. 

These find ings normally comprise ligatures, hyphenation, 
tildes, abbreviation signs, special signs, palimpsests, corrections, 
additions, writer's or stone-cutter's mistakes, omissions, 
dittography, haplography, litera, rasura and damnatio memoriae. 

When a text is being published for the first time, a description 
should be given of the text's physical qualities, such as material, 
dimensions, detailed information on lettering and iconography, 
state of preservation and cond ition, binding, numbering, 
material, function and locality. Previous editions and sources 
of comparison ought to be also be listed. 

A photograph should accompany the publication of an 
inscription, to give the reader an overall impression. In 
palaeography, a facsimile of the original pages is often offered. 
When only part of a work is published, photographs or facsimiles 
are nor always necessary. 

In epigraphy it is customary to first render a t ranscripdon in 
capital lerrcrs, in imitation of the origmal, whereby sentences 
are rendered line for line according to the original spatial 
requirements. Neo-Latin palaeography is less complicated in this 
respect, as one often encounters handwriting only in miniscule. 
Obviously, rhe page numbering or page order of the manuscript's 
present state should be adhered to. In both epigraphy and 
palaeography, rhe sentence lines arc numbered with an interval 
offive ar rhe left (5,10,15 etc). 

The ediror's real work starts with the creation of the 
exemplum, that is, the edited text in miniscule italics in a 
continuous manner, whereby the lines are divided by a vertical 
divider called a solidus, followed by a superscript line division 
number ( 11 1 10 115 ere). Foomoccs should be avoided in the 
exemplum • instead, in the commentary a lemma can introduce 
whatever has to be remarked. 

The text of the exemplum may be reconstructed from a 
comparison of various other sources. Introducing modern 
punctuation marks to replace or complement the existing 
punctuation marks of the original text may prove to be a hazard, 
as the editor thus assumes that he has fully understood the text 
and that there is no room for ambiguity. 

Epigraphtc and palaeographic findings must be marked with 
a diacritical stgn (see page 8 & 9). All abbreviations are eo be 
expanded according to the typical usage of the work in question, 
including regionally typical solutions. I !owever, interventions 
of the cdiror in the exemplum should be kept to an absolute 
minimum and recorded properly in the apparatus criricus and 
the commentary. 

When a text has been published before, the editor has more 
freedom to dectde how the text b displayed in relation to the 
exemplum. Budgetary constraints will play a role here, according 
to the available pages. Finally, a translation complements the 
transcription. A lthough the t ranslator needs to know exactly 
what each word means in the source language, the translation 
into the mrget language must be idiomatically correct. After all, 
we need to translate meaning, nm words. 
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Diacritical signs 
Diacritical signs are the tools of the editor, who must always offer 
the best solut ion in line with the purpose of the edition. The 
diagram on pages 8 and 9 hereafter contain a number of such 
diacritical signs. It is up to the editor to dcctde which sign bring> 
our the state of the text most truthfully and precisely. 

Should the editor reconstruct part of the text from orher 
sources, it is not absolutely necessary to mark all such text in 
'the exemplum with a critical sign. In the apparatus criticus a 
lemma will indicate such prior observations and compare the 
actual text with the other sources. Further detai ls may be given 
in the commentary. 

The apparatus criticus and the commentary 
The apparatus criticus fo llows the exemplum. The Leidcn 
Con vention requires that th ere shou ld be no modern 
puncruation marks in the apparatus criticus other than those 
found in the original text. All instances which warrant the use 

of a critical sign (whether actually used or not) deserve to be 
mentioned m the apparatuS cridcus. 

The latter's organisation, in smaller font than the exemplum, 
comprises a line number (bold) followed by a lemma (normal), 
the original source indication (bold) and the referred source 
indications (italics) . A legend will explain the abbreviations. 
The source indications are best kept as short as possible. The 
bold capital letter A refers to the source, whtlc an italic capital, 
often the first letter, refers to the comparattve sources. An 
imerpunctuation separates the lemmas, for example: 

9 morte A morti BC · 25 sollerria A solcrtia B sollerriam C. 
A commentary should not contain more information than 

is strictly necessary, and follows d1e order of organisation of the 
text. A line number followed by a lemma, indicating a particular 
word or words, starts each commentary. The lemma is followed 
by a single square bracket, for example: 

25 aUltis st«11 Follows commentary. 
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Examples 

Diacritical sign 
Application From inscriptions and 
abc represents here the text of the exemplum. manuscripts. 

navibus Is praefectus (including 
able Solidus. Single vertical stroke marks a line division an example of a line number in 

superscript). 

Double solidus. Double vertical line division to mark text outside 
Frd. Agos-1 I altra simile. Altra simile 

ab lie the cartouche of an inscription or notes in the margin of a 
is written in the right margin, while 
the next line continues with tino 

manuscript. Also used to mark the end of a text colon. 
Morando. 

( ooc.) To indicate an empry line. 

v, vac or vacat 
To indicate empty letter spaces; vac or vacat can be used to fill 

PRtEvSSET, (prreesset). 
up larger spaces. 

Open imerpuncruation. To mark both punctum ( interpunctuation) 
and hedera (ornamental or floral design serving as inrerpunctuation). 
C lassical inscriptions usually do not have punctuation marks. They 

donat, dicat, consecrat" 
a be 

may have interpunctuation between each word instead of spaces. 
for 

Nco-Latin inscriptions and manuscripts have both spaces between 
DONAT.DICAT.COXSECRAT ~ 

words and modem punctuation marks. The interpunctuation 
on an inscription is often inserted by the engraver for lay-out 
purposes. 

abc 
A circumflex ind icates joined letters, such as ligatures, or in fltatis sua for IAJ;a,Y /'U~ 
palaeography some strokes indicating ligatures (re, 0! etc.). 

To indicate an original writing or cutting mistake, slip of the pen, 
SPLENDORVM(!) in the plural 

abc(!) when splendorem in the singular 
incorrect grammar, unusual variation. 

should have been written. 

Underdoning occurs when a lener is so dim or doubtful due to 

abc 
damage or erosion, that in isolation it cannot be read. The context 

benemerentibus . . . may give the solution, but it may not be decisive whether or not .... 

underdoning should be applied. 

a'bc' Period related insertion. 
'obiit die Ill ivlii' accepta et avcta 
Gloria 'MDCLXXXVII' 

abc Lencrs read by previous editors which are at present lost. reparatae saluris 

ab( c), ( abc) Round brackets are used to expand abbreviations and for the D(EO) O(PTIMO) M(AXlMO). 
rendering of special usages. 

When, as a personal taste, too many brackets appear, one may DEO OPT/MO MAXIMO 
also chose italics instead. 

When abbreviations appear in the original inscription within (QUAM OLIM FRATER 
brackets, the abbreviations will be in italics. DOMINUS) 

Special signs are rendered in letters and placed within brackets. (Novem)bris for 9bris 

A tilde is rendered in letters and placed within brackets. Often a moru(m) for mOI'il 

tilde replaces an m, nor indicates a longer abbreviation 

Some use of ligatures and tildes needs to be clarified within ( itidem) for T® 
)' 0~ brackets. Ven(eran)dae for <1'1: 

ab(c?), (abc?) 
Indicates chat the reading or the expansion of the abbreviation 

p(ri ?)us for p:us 
is not certain. 
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Angle brackets have a wide use. They indicate accidentally <p>raeclaris far braeclaris 
omi tted letters or for correct letters inserted by the editor. pos<i>tum for J>Ostum 

<abc > 
Haplography is the unintentional writing of a letter once, while e.g. PRA:<E>SSET 

it should have been repeated. 

<<abc>> 
Litura. Double angle brackets indicate a period re lated insertion 

«BONAPARTE» 
on an erased field. 

{abc} 
Brace brackets mark superfluous letters inscribed on the stone or e.g. lmp{p}erawri 
manuscript, i.e. coo many letters, repeated letters or words. 

Dittography is the unimentional repetition of a letter. e.g. re{e}tads Attention is needed 

here. Knowledge of the local habits 

is indispensable, e.g. there is, in 

Neo-Latin Maltese context, no 

dinography in re pubblica, as the 

reduplicated b is typical for Italian 

writers of Latin, related too la 
repubblica . 

label Square brackets indicaLe letters lost due to damage or erosion, but 

which can be restored with certa inty by the editor. 
(An]no Dom[ini] 

[\ \\\ \] 
Le tters deleted on the stone while restoration is unsure . Each \ represents one letter. 

( ---1 Square brackets with three dashes indicates a gap within a 

sentence I ine, with an uncertain number ofleners missing, but for anno l---1 
which restoration may be suggested from other sources. 

I ------1 
Square brackets with six dashes indicates a whole lose sentence 

line, bur for which restoration may be suggested from other anno l """ 1 
sources. 

( ,_<l.-) Square brackets with dashes and a number indicates how many 
an no [ --"--1 

letters approximately are missing _(rom a sentence line, but for 
e.g. Suggested restoration: saluris 

which restoration may be suggested from other sources. 

... , #' , # , 

Six dashes indicates a lost part, often at the periphery of a stone 
anno------

or document 

it may also appear as e.g. ( .. 8 .. ] 

[ ... ] Square brackets with dots for letters presumably lost and not 
when the number of missing letters 

can be given, or as ( .. c8 .. ] when 
restorable. 

an estimated number of letters can 
be given. 

Cruces indicate that the rest of the letters cannot be read with 
/ernoc++++ (here four letters) +++ 

certainty and cannot be restored. 

{{abcll Double square brackets indicate a period related rasura ordamnatio 
{{ NERO]J 

memoriae. 

[ ] 
Square brackets in English are an ediror's tool in order to be more He [William Shakespeare] was a 
specifi c. In translation it is used to facilitate understanding in the successful writer 
target language what is understood in the source language. 

To attract the reader's a ttention to a mistake o r an apparent Will iam Shakepeare [sic]. 
mistake by the following insertion of [sic]. 
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Studies on Caravaggio 
and the Maltese context 
Peter Serracino lnglott 

Th1s 138-page hook is a revised and expanded ven.ion of the 

el>.'ay "Caravagg1o in Black and Wh1te" by the same authors that 

was puhlished in the cmalogue of the extraon.linary exhibition 
hekl m the Mw;co di Capodimame, Naples, <1nd at the National 

Gallery, Londun, m 2004 and 2005. 

Sciherras and Stone note in their preface that, in 2004. a book 

was published h~· Phihp Farrugia Randon Carat·li?J(io Knight of 
Malra (Audio Vbual Cenrre, ?>.lalta), in which the author pur 

rogether a discu"-"On of the copiou~ ~tudies ofCaravaggio's Malta 

penuJ, mostly published since the mid-7(}.., hut prior to the great 

exhibition wh1ch allowed new perceptiom to be ach1evcd. 

Before the mid-70s there hardly existed ~my extensive and 

comprehenstvc studies of Caravagg10's last four year' uf life in 

which he proJuced hi~ greatest masterpieces. Over the laH 

thirty years a surprising vuriety of studies have been published 

- conmming unpublished documentary sources for Car.waggio':. 

b10graphy and the chronology uf his worb, and also fre~h 

analyses bod1 of his iconography and of his technique, with 

accounts showing the correspondence between hi' equally 

revolutionary content and style. 

Ju't ro mention a few of rhe major comributors to this veritable 

profusion of cnucal material on the 'Malte~e· Caravaggio: 

• Azzopardi puhlishtXI documents showing that Caravaggio wa:. 

m Malta earlier than had previmiSly been assumed. In that 

way, he set up a new problem for Caravaggio scholars; how 

could Caravaggio have managed ro produce all the works 

that he dtd m Napb! Attempts to re..<olve this new problem 

gave way to the very dubious hypothesi~ that he 1mght have 

returned to Naples between two Malta sojourns. Azzopardi 

al'o pubh,hed documents proving beyond question that rhe 

Grand Ma,ter was fully aware of the crime that Carnvaggio 

had committed in Ro me before his admi~sion to the O rder. 

• Macioce puhli~hed documents which illustrated the 

importance of the Sforza-Colonna as patrons of the painter 
( who:.e birth registration has mcidenrally only this year been 

discovered m a Milan Parish). She also ~howed in p:micular 
the friendly relation,hip between Grand Master Wignacourt 

anti the Sfor::a Colonna; seveml >pcculauve hypotheses that 
have not heen generally accepted, bur have ccn:ainly aroused 

dbcussion. 

• Very im['llmantly, Mina Gregori has published studies of 

Caravags:in's techniques and methods of painting that have 

pmved to lx mo~t 11lummatmg hmh for the understanding of 

Carnvaggio's message, inrimmely bound up with the medium, 

anti for eMahlishing criteria with which to ascertain the 

auwgraphy of the works. Gregon ha~ mJeed thrown new 

I ight on almost all a'pccts of C.1ravaggio's oeuvrc. 

Keith Sciberras & David M. Stone, 
Caravaggio: Art, Knighthood and 
Malta. Midsea Books, Malta: 
2006 

• &,ually interesting nre rhe lxtob and aruclcs hy Mauri:io 

Calvesi. He has m parttcul,tr brought llUt the 'l'lritual 
mc~sage ofCamvagg1o 111 relmitmlllthc cuunter-rct(mllation 

in general, and the ~ttcml vi~ilmot the Bttrr.mteo C;~rdinab 

in particular. Calve'i ha~ abo pur fmward very acute 

inruitions w1rl1 regard ro the under,randing of thc most 

emgmatic aspects of Carnvaggio\ life. even though some of 

hb bolde:.t hnxttheses, 'uch as tho'c tdenufymg the pamter 
Minnetti a' h1~ comp;mion m mosr of the c.:rucialmnmcnr.s 

ofCaravaggto's career, can only be taken w he nmhmg more 

than very mtdligent gue;.sw,1rk. Cah•e,t\ c.:nmhmanlln of 

h isroncal (thcologtcal m. wdl a:-. artbtH:) crudiunn and a 

detective tmagination e'}uallinJ.! rhm of Agarha Chrbtie, ts 

unparalleled. 

• John Gash wnrrihutcd w the tdentificau,m oi the Knt$(ht ut 

Malta, now at the P1m Gallery m Rorcnc.:c, first atrnhutt:d 

to Carnvaggio by Mma Gregon bur mi~wkenly considered 

by her to be a portrait of Wigna«.:l1llrt hun,cJf. Ga'h 'howed 

thar m fact lt 1s Fra Marc Anmn1n Moncllt. 

• A practically complete li~t of many ltther Cttntril>umrs tu 

the knowledge of the (Malte~c) Caravag~:1o arc mentiOned 

in Farrugia Randon\ hook, with ~upplcmenration in the 

Sciherras-Stone hook, which also rake, mw account 

important works thnr Farrug1a Randon w;:ts nol Ill rime 

to assess, ~uch as fu ll-,cale hiographical MuJie~ hy Hekn 

Langdon and Cathermc Pugltsi. 

• NeiLher Farrugia Randnn nor Sciherm,·Stnne make any 

reference w the Jehatc started hy De~\ 1d Hockncy (Secret 
Knowledge, Thame~ & Huds(m, London: 2001) in which 

scientists like David Stork and M.J. Corman anJ art 
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Caravaggio, and dewil 
Vallecw, Se. John's Co-Cathedral 
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historians like Roberta Lapucci and Susan Grundy have 
participated, alleging that Caravaggio used a camera oscura 
in paintings such as The Suppel" at Emmaus, and possibly even 
in the Beheacling. T wo of the most authoritative Caravaggio 
scholars, Keith Christiansen (curator of the Metropolitan 
Museum) and Cacherine Puglisi (Rutgers University), the 
assistance of both of whom is acknowledged by Sciberras 
and Stone in their book, have dismissed the claim that 
Caravaggio used camera oscura technology ("blurry, upside 
down images"), but John T. Spike has admitted the possibility 
that Caravaggio explored the optical effects of the alleged 
projective device in order, for example, to leave areas of his 
canvasses purposefully out of focus. 

Farrugia Randon, who is by profession a lawyer, presents the 
first part of his book as if it were a series of court cases in which 
the many puzzles st ill unresolved about Caravaggio are examined 
judicially in turn. First one thesis is presented (eg. that the 
Grand Master connived Caravaggio's escape), then the opposite 
thesis (eg. that the Grand Master was keen on the recapture of 
any fugitive Knight), and finally the author pronounces his own 
personal judgement after weighing the adversaries' opinions, 
sometimes concluding that none had proved his case, or even 
at t imes that all of them were partly right. 

The book by Sciberras and Stone differs not only through 
the addit ion of the later material that cropped up in the very 
eventful last few years in Caravaggio studies, bur mainly by 
aiming at being less encyclopaedic and more essential in their 
approach. 

Farrugia Randon had noted that Sciberras himself had 
d iscovered the documentary evidence which proved that 
Caravaggio was disgraced in Malta really because of the incident 
the relevance of which to Caravaggio Calvesi had merely 
suspected; and that Stone had provided what is undoubtedly the 
most enriching account of the 'Sleeping Cupid' story. 

In this book Stone provides what I consider to be the most 
concise but penetrating account of Caravaggio's achievements 

that I have ever read (eg. "the creation of a new vocabulary for 
depicting momems of divine revelation, conversion or ecstasy by 
immersing his scenes in bold chiaro scuro (transparent shading) 
penetrated by a wave of bright light entering the composition 
from a high unseen source"). The same qualities of succinctness 

Detail of Portrait of Alof de Wignacourc and a Page lry 
Caravaggio, Paris, Louvre 

and acuteness characterise his comments in the chapters on the 
last works of Caravaggio, no less than those in the chapter on 

the earlier works. 
Sciberras covers the historical background both in relation 

to the Maltese context and to the chronology of the works in a 
very down-ro-earth style, marked by the good sense of a scholar 
who values reliability as a supreme virtue. 
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FRANCESCO BUONAMICI 

Francesco Buonamici 
Paimet. Arch i r~Gt .\Hd Milil;tl')' Engmf'cr 
in ~vcnrC'(:nth century Mah~1 and July 

Keith Sciberras 

When, LO September 1635, rhe famous Ita lian military engineer 
Pietro Paolo Floriani arrived in Malta to undertake and 
implement his plans for the extension of fortification works 
outside the city of Valletta, he had with him as his assistant 
Francesco Buonamici, an architect and painter from Lucca who 
was then in his late thirties. 

The Floriani mission, which commenced at the request of 
Grand Master Antoine de Paule, enjoyed the protection of 
Cardinal Francesco Barberini, the powerful nephew of Pope 
Urban VIII. Cardinal Barberini had rallied experts who were 
close to him and instructed the Papal Legate and Inquisitor in 
Malta, Mgr Fabio Chigi, to extend his protection d irectly over 
them while they were on the island. 

Floriani retumed to Italy in October 1636 but Buonamici 
remained in Malta to serve the Order of St John for more than 
two decades until his return ro Italy in 1659. During this period, 
he directed a number of projects in the fields of military, religious 
and secular architecture; for his services, but also through direct 
Papal intervention, Buonamici was elevated Knight of Grace 
in 1638. 

The architect's main works in Malta include the milestone 
remodell ing of theTa' Giczu church and the Jesuit college in 
Valletta, the parish church of St Paul and the Wignacourr 
College in Rabat, and the church of Sr Nicholas in Vallerra. 

Throughout his stay in Malta, Buonamici played a major 

role in bringing Maltese architecture in line with contemporary 

Fac;ade of the church of Sr Paul , Rabat 

Denis De Lucc:t 

l•nrrn.~-u .. Rtf lnuuutt' Jn.r IL•oq\.lt: '-tuJK't 
l'n•~O!I\' ,.j \t.U1.1. 

Denis De Lucca, Francesco Buonamici: 
Painter, Architect and Military Engineer in 
1 J lh Century Malta and Italy. International 
Institute for Baroque Studies, University 
of Malta, Malta: 2006. 

developments in mainland Italy; he is, in many ways, the father 

of Baroque architecture in Maim. 
Notwithstanding this role as a key player in the development 

of a Baroque idiom, Buonamici only resurfaced from relative 
oblivion (or mistaken identity) in the past two decades and his 

real contribution was, until recently, nor properly surveyed. 
Modern scholarship on the subject has been restricted and a 

cursory look at the bibliography of Maltese architecture shows 
only a few studies on architect. While credit should go ro the late 
Leonard Mahoney for having pointed research in his direction, 
the first real contribution on the artist is a short monograph 
published by Denis De Lucca and Conrad Thake in 1994 and 
an article by Giovanni Bonello on the subject published in 2005 
in Treasures of Malta. 

Denis De Lucca's Francesco Buonamici: Painter, Archiceccand 
Military Engineer in I 7"' Century Malta and 1 taly is a much awaited 

continuation of the author's research work on the subject. This 
follows De Lucca's books on other foreign military engineers and 
architects who worked in Baroque Malta, Giovanni Battista 
V ertova, Charles Franco is de Mondion, and Romano Fortunaro 

Carapecchia. 
Professor De Lucca's Francesco Buonamici is nor a book about 

architectural descriptions, but a book about architectural history, 
a book that delves into the important questions of art and 
context, of patronage and the mechanics of its process. 

It is a book about the cultural and political context of Rome 
and its overspill onto the island of Malta. It is a book that 
discusses Buonamici as both man and artist, and that seeks eo 
understand his wide interests and his personali ty. 
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Interior tiew of Francesco Buonam1ci's Cappella dell SS. Sacramenro in me cathedral of Siract4Sa 

In nine neatly wrinen chapters, De Lucca surveys Buonamica 's 
career in Lucca, Rome, Malta and Stcily, and seeks to place has 

Maltese phase within rhe wkb context of the Italian Baroque. 
De Lucca uncovers the exciting tic tai ls that set rhe srage for 

Buonamici's arristic vemures ami discusses the architect's 

excursions into painting; particularly impressive were his 

mventions for theatre scenes fnr Stefano Landi's opera Sant' 
Alcssio, performed m Rome in 1634 and sponsored by Card mal 

Franccsco Barberint. 

In tts unpretennous format, thb book does not seek w 
impress through photography and lavish binding. Its size 

and format is more in the nature of an academic journal, of a 

scholarly publication that sceb primarily to attract a specialised 

audience. 

Yet it:> fluent writing and coherent flow in both 'srorylinc' :md 

argumentation is also aimed ar the general reader. Its photographs, 

latgely m black and white, provide a wonderful companion to the 

Ita !tan context m whtch tha' book as so mterested. 
For this work, Dc Lucca has trailed Buonamici and worked 

m a number of archtves an<l lthranes m Malta, Rome, Lucca, 

and Sicily; thi:, remarkable research activity is compressed into 

the 85 pages of this book. 

The author's methoJology •~ clear and his arguments anJ 

hypotheses arc all Mrongly hacket! by documentation, wide 

babliographic capture, and contextual analyses. TI1c general 
reader should thus nm only read thas work for its 'content' but 

should follow the references and try to understand the workmg 
structure of disciplined scholarshap. 

A~ a umversity academic and as Director of the International 

I nstatutc for Baroque Swdac~. Professor De Lucca clearly 

spells out his aim in rhar this work seeks primarily to be a 

source of inspiration to swdents and scholars interested in 

funhcring research on an architect who has "been grossly 

underestimated". The hook as thus a reference work that 

..,uggests areas for future research; this work is not a 'finisheJ 

project' but one that •~ meant to generate research activity on 

and axound the subject. 

One of these areas for further research, I bclie,·e, is that 

of better understanding the role that Buonamici played in the 

Baroque 'remodelling' of the mrerior of St John's Convenrual 
Church (now Co-Cathedral), a remodelling which is, an 

simplistic terms, generally given m the inventive genius Mania 

Preti who was its great propagator but which, in realiry, 

commenced before Preci sctrled on the island. 

Another is that of studymg Buonamici's relationship with 

Lorenzo Gala, the most tmportant nattve architect of the second 
half of the 17'~ century, who most probably began his studies in 

archttecture as Buonamtci's npprennce. 

Dents De Lucca's Francesco Buonamtct ts a very sigmficant 

adtlanon ro the ever-growing library to which the International 

Institute ft,r Baroque Studies hns atldetl much in bmh published 

anti unpublished form (long essay:- and dissertations ar Diploma 

and Post-Graduate levels). 

This book as, indeed, :1 mu~c for all Melitensia lovers and for 

students of the Italian Baro4ue. 
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International Conference 

Sebastien Le Prestre de Vauban 

On 22-23 November 2007 Malta jo ined those European 
countries who throughout the year commemorated the 
trecentennary of the death of Sebastien Le Prestre De Vauban 
in 1707. T o mark this occasion, a two-day conference 
was organjsed by the Embassy of France in Malta and the 
International institute for Baroque Studies of the U niversity 
of Malta, in collaboration with the Ministry for Resources 
and Infrastructure, the Malta T ourism Authority and the 
Kamra rai-Periti, together with a number of other entities 

which s upported this event. The venue was the Phoenicia 
H otel which is interposed between the Valletta and Floriana 
landfront fortifications brought to perfection by the I 71 5 
French military mission to Malta, working on the guidelines 
inherited from Vauban. 

The conference was chaired by Dr Claudc Busutti I, a conservation 
architect who lectures in the Ocparrmcm of Architecture and 
U rban Design. The Hon Ninu Zammit, Minister of Resources 
and Infrastructure, opened the conference with a depiction of 
the siruation in Malra in 1714, when the fear of invasion spurned 
the Grand Master of the Order of St. John to seek assistance from 
France to upgrade the defences. Louts IV responded by sending 
a military mission to Malta, headed by Brigadier Rene jacob de 
T igne who aSitessed and made plans for the improvement of the 
forti fications. What fo llowed was an intense building spurt of 
defences and fortifications, which were a direcr result ofVauban's 
school. Thu~ the designs of the many Baroque gareway~. the 
gunpowder magazines, coastal batteries and redoubts, as well 
as Fort Manocl and Forr Chambrai are examples of the French 
influence on military engineering in Malta. These, together with 
the other secular buildings designed by the military engineer 
Fran~ois de Mondion, arc testimony to Malta's rich architectural 
legacy indebted eo French expertise. The Minister concluded by 
mentioning the current restoration projects of these fortificattons 
which are part of our common European legacy. 

The nexr speaker was the Ambassador of France, H. E. Jean 
Marc Rive~. who said that the works of Marsha l Vauban were a 
uniting facto r in the diversity and complexity of the European 
Union. This was manifested in the oeuvre of this great mil itary 
engineer which is srill presem with us today, and thanks ro 
which, many coumries were able to live in peace and tranquillity 
within their borders. Vauban was a great personaliry, a patrim 
and a milttary man, whose preoccupation was to improve the 

lives of his compatriots. The Ambassador augured that the main 
protagonists of the Mediterranean region would endeavour to 

restore anu suitably re-use these fortifications th rough mutual 
co-operation and pooling of resources and expertise. 

The fir~t paper to be presented in the conference waJ> by 
Professor Den is De Lucca of the University of Malta, entttlcd 
"French Mtlitary Engineers in Malta in the Baroque Age". This 
portrayed the comings and goings of French military engineers in 
Malta between 1650 and l 750, when France ascended as leader 
in European polit ics. Thus, in 1645 Blaise Fran~oise Conte de 
Pagan made a detailed report on the fortifications, joined by 
other visiting French military engineers. Mederico Blondcl 
was a resident engineer in Malta during the 1660s. Claude de 
Colongues vbited in 1703 and in 1714, and the Grand Master 

Maria Grazia Cassar 

Ramon Perellos y Rocaful asked for prmcction from the King of 
France. This led m the dispatching of a military mission to Mal m 
in 1715, leJ by Re ne Jacob de Tignt! and seconded by Franr;ot-. 
de Mondion. After assessing the Mtuatton and drawing up pia m 
for the strengchenmg ofMalta'sdefences, further help was ;.ought 
and four other engineers were sent. These were Philippe Maigrct, 
Victor 1-lyacinthe d'Artus, Lafon and G ui llor. The mission 
was soon recalled to France, but Mondion was given leave ro 

remain and during his stay managed eo convert the Floriana 
landfront "mm one of the most heauttful and feared in Europe". 
Throughout the course of hiS 20 year.. of >en ice to the Order, 
into which he was admitted as a Kntght of Grace, Mondion 
carried out numerous defensive works as well as designing 
palaces, gateways, hospitals and a the<me in Valletm. M<l lm 
greatly benefited by the presence of these military engineer> and 
was pushed to the forefrom as a laboratory for their ideas. 

The next paper at the conference was by the Prc~idenr 
of the Assoctauon Vauban, Professor Alain Monrferrand, 
who reiterated that this commemorarton was being held m 
many place> 111 Europe and likcwtse Malta, the "outermost 
frontier" was also giving Vauban hi> due. He mentioned that 
Vauban's fortificat tons have been proposed as candidate Unesco 
World lleritage Sires. Malta is unique in that it harbours 
a condensation of all the different st~·les of the history of 
fortification m a ltmtted space, even tf these arc unfortunately 
nor well protected. Monrferrand went on m give a portrayal 
ofSebasuen Le Presrre De Vauban, mamly outlining the three 
facers ofhts per~(maltty: the builder uf fortresses, the conqueror 
of towns, and the visionary. He talked about his achievements 
and the places he fortified, as well as explaining the innovatton:. 
he introduced, always wuh the matn aun of dissuading the 
enemy from anack. 

Or. Claude Busunil's paper wa~ entitled "Condiuon o( 
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rhe Fortifications - an Assessment" He briefly outlined the 
French influence on architecture and military engineering in 
t8•h century Malta, which reached all spheres of culture and 
rhe arts, and mentioned the damage caused by aerial bombings 
during World War !1- which was surpassed during the past fifty 
years by neglect and unrestrained building development. He 
supported his argument by showing a series of photographs of 
various parts of the fortifications which spoke for themselves. 
Busuttil stared that this immense legacy of fortifications should 
be appreciated as one whole, and many parts are in a precarious 
state of conservation. This is due to the intrinsic nature of the 
stone used to build them, which is very susceptible ro decay. 
Many restoration interventions of the past were not based 
on scientific criteria, and this further contributed to their 
deterioration. He also said that the present situation with regard 
to development gave little or no assurance for the protection of 
heritage. Furthermore there existed a conditioning of heritage 
for cultural consumption, which excluded certain groups and led 
to its gentrificarion. He ended by mentioning problems such as 
a leisure society's demand for construction and the frustration 
of the public and NGOs at this situation. 

Professor Maria Giuffli from the University of Palermo 
~poke about the influence of Vauban in Sicily. She began by 
staring that Vauban was very well known and appreciated in 
Sicily, especially in the town of Messina. Carlos de Grunenberg, 
in the employ of the Viceroy of Sicily, was a military engineer 
who had connections with Louis XIV and wrote about Sicily. 
Moreover, rwo famous Sicilian architects of the t8•h century, 
Giovanni Amico and Tommaso Maria Napli, were known to 
have had treatises relating to Vauban's works in their libraries. 
In the designs for the fortification of Palermo of 1722, ourworks 
in accordance with Vauban's school were incorporated, and the 
regular polygonal trace was adopted in 1733 because it was the 
s1mplesr and most effective method of fortification "del Signor 
Vauban". Sicily was indeed a land of towns, with a long history 
of construction, starting from the Roman Castrum to the feudal 
towns. Carlentini and Nuova A vola which was the property of 
the Dukes of Terranova, as well as Nuova Noto were built to a 
grid design and a modular la yOU[ of piazzas. A vola, being close to 
the coast, had walls which defined the town and opened it out to 
the sea, which allowed for an exchange of ideas and experiences. 
In 18•hcenrury Sicily, French culture rruly laid its roots, and this 
may be epitomised by the painting on the panel of a Sicilian 
cart, which juxtaposed a view of the dome of Florence with the 
flower marker in Paris. 

Dr. Stephen C. Spiteri, the Superintendent of Fortifications 
and author of several books on the subject, spoke about the 
French influence on the fortifications in Malta. Mondion's stay 
in Malta was a seminal period in all aspects of the military arts. 
The Baroque gateways with their symbolic sculptural derails 
were brought to completion during this time, and much of rhe 
final shape and character of Malta's fortifications is a product of 
the French school of military architecture. New elements such 
as drawbridge mechanisms, polveristas, the addition of covered 
ways and outworks, lunettes and retrenched lunettes were all 
mcroduced effectively, as well as the inclusion of countermines 
in the design of fortresses. The standardisation of forms, the 
mrroduction of orders, the use of rustication, the details of the 
slopes of the rampans, as well as the building of barracks were 
all due to the French military engineers who worked here. The 
French did not simply impart new ideas, but also a new sense of 
professionalism in architecture and military engineering. They 
established a surveying department, documented all existing 
fortifications, and with their methodical, disciplined approach, 
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raised the standard of technical drawing. This finesse reached 
its apex in the designs of Fort Manocl and Fort Chambrai, the 
latter sadly never completed. 

Professor Michcle Virol, Maitre de Conferences l.U.F.M., 
Paris Sorbonne, presented a paper on "Les Oisivetes de Monsieur 
De Vauban". Vauban was an exact contemporary of the French 
King Louis XIV, and is best known for his teachings in the art of 
military engineering, of building techniques, mathematics and 
hydro engineering. He was the first to conceptualise frontiers 
through a geographical demarcation line. He wenr through all 
the stages of his military career from cadet in 1651, to Marc ha! 
de France in 1703 and was pronounced Chevalier des Ordres du 
Roi in 1705. His writings, preserved m the Vauban archives, 
contain facets of his personality which are not so well known, 
and porrray him also as a political man and a free thinker. He 
wrote about diverse subjects such as nobility, the economical 
reflections of the navigability of the canals and rivers of France, 
forestry, pig farming, the economy of Canada and the reform 
of the army. Not all his ideas found favour with the King, but 
nonetheless he spoke out and heralded philosophies of the 
future. Virol ended the first day of the Conference by stating 
that Vauban was 'un homme de lumiere'. 

The second day of the conference began with a presentation 
by architect Dr. David Mallia, who holds a doctorate in 
conservation from the Polytecnico di Milano. He is a diplomat 
and a Council Member of the non-governmental organisation 
Din t-Art Helwa, Malta's National Trust, whose restoration 
works he oversees. Din t-Art Hetwa is a member of Europa 
Nostra and is also affiliated to other international organisations. 
Mallia outlined the history of the coastal towers, both of the 
first generation and those built later through the influence of 
the French m1litary engineers, which included batteries and 
redoubts. These were situated m the centre of the bay and formed 
parr of the strategy to prevenr enemy landings. Mallia said that 
today many of the minor fortifications are in a state of decay 
and abandonment and risk being lost. He explained the various 
types of restoration interventions, making comparisons through 
the use of photographs between the British period type of plastic 
repair and the more recent methods of restoration, such as those 
adopted by Din !-Art Helwa. Restoration projects of military 
structures carried our by Din 1-Art Helwa include St. Agatha's 
Tower in Mellieha (the Red Tower), Torri Mamoin Marsascala, 
Wignacourr Tower in St. Paul's Bay, Dwejra Tower and lsopu 
Tower in Gozo, Ghallis Tower and Qalet Marku Tower in Bahar 
ic-Caghaq, and St. Mary's Tower and Battery on Comino. 

Emilie D'Orgeix, military historian and lecturer at the 
University of Paris, presented a paper on the subject of the 
profession of the French military engineer, reminding us that it 
was also previous periods that were instrumental ro the catalytic 
effect which Vauban had in this sphere. She mentioned the 
many treatises which opened the way to a long-lasting French 
school of fortification, such as those by Amoine de Ville and 
Blaise de Pagan. These strong roots of military education in 
mathematics and geometry were the starting point of Vauban, 
who rationalised, balanced and organised them into a veritable 
method of schooling for the young engineer who was to excel 
both on the battlefield and on the building site. This dual aspect 
of the French military engineer, who had to be competent both in 
warfare as well as in building, was what gave them a cutting edge. 
She explained that the duties of the French military engineers 
in Malta varied from the alteration and modification of existing 
fortifications to estimating costs, hiring contractors and the 
supervision of construction sites. This multi-disciplinary nature 
of the military engineer was a necessity and Vauban's genius was 
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to recognise and organise it, pin-pointing specific problems such 

as the enormous cost of the transport of earth carried by forced 
peasant labour, and seeking adequate solutions. 

Philippe Prosr, conservation architect and lecturer at the 
Ecole de I' Architecture of Paris, spoke about che conservation and 
resmration of military structures and forts, posing many questions 
one must ask when looking at a fortificat ion today, regarding its 
setting in the landscape, whether natural or entirely modelled by 
man. He said that fortifications were inextricably linked to their 
landscape, which often formed part of the defences, and it was 
imperative during the process of thetr restoration to rediscover 
these links. Sometimes it was only by seeing them from the 
atr that they could be apprectated m their entirety, since they 
often became overridden by vegetacion. In the restoration 
and conservation of structures which ceased having a military 
function, it was important to give them a new life, and one had 
tO be imaginat ive in finding sui table re-uses. Very often these 
large open interior spaces were taken up for industrial purposes, 
and alternative functions, such as their conversion into museums 
were sought today. The ditches, the forms of the orillions, flanks 
and escarpments could also be enjoyed as spaces of aesthetic 
medttation, opening up other possibilities for their re-use. 

Architect Hermann Bonntci from the Restoration Unit and 
lecturer at the Lmemationallnstirute for Baroque Studies, spoke 
about the factors affecting the present state of the fortifications in 
Malta. Much of their modification and destruction, apart from 

war damage and erosion, was due to rhe introduction of roads 
for vehicular access through their walls. He presented a very 
interesting series of photographs showing the fonifications in the 
past, and the changes made to them up to this present day. lie 
gave a detailed picture of the principles and factors governing a 
restoration and/or conservation project, and how these were applied 
in the works undertaken by the Restoration Unit, namely in Fort 
Ricasoh, in the Birgu Couvre Porte, and the Senglea landfronr. He 
concluded by saying that the MRES was at present undertaking the 
task of drawing and mapping all the fortifications before embarking 
on their restoration through EU funds. 

Melchiorre Cafa: 
Maltese Genius of the 
Roman Baroque 
Melchiorre Cafa must be counted as one of the most talented 
Maltese art ists of the 17'h century, honoured to have been 

recogn ised as a great sculpror by rhe brilliant Gianlorenzo 
Bemini himself, who worked in Rome as his contemporary. T his 

volume is a worthy tribute to an artist of exceptional talent. it is 

the first full-sca le study dedicated ro this art ist, well-illustrated 
and finely produced, edited by Ketth Sciberras of the University 

of Malta with contributions by an emmenr group of internauonal 

scholars working in the field of Baroque art. These include the 

an critic Jennifer Montagu, who was instrumental in forming this 

team of researchers together with Keith Sciberras, Maria Giulia 

Barberini and Elena Bianca di Gioia. The other contributors 

arc Angela Ciprian i, Gerhard Bissell, Alessandra Anselmi, 

John Azzopardi, Tomaso Monran<1ri, Louise Rise, T uccio Sanre 
Guido and Tony Sigel. Apart from the articles themselves,the 

comprehensive bibliography and list of known works by Cafa 

rhat are included at the end of the volume will surely prove to 

be an indispensable tool for future research. 
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Professor A lex T orpiano, HeaJ oft he Department ofBuildmg 
and Civtl Engineering the Umver:.ity of Malta, presented the 
project of the restoration of Fort Manoel, which was currently 
underway for his clients MIDI. He ~howed photographs of the 
fort before the damage caused hy homhing in WWII, and said 
that rhe philosophy behind this project wa; to recover as much 
as possible of the 'memory' of the fon. He explained that, after 
careful documentation the works commenced in 2000, first hy 
propping up those parrs that were fallmg down, and clearing tons 
of debris. It was decided not ro rehuilJ those parts, such as the 
polverista, which had been removcJ for a military purpose, that 
is, to install a gun emplacement. A modem butlding which had 
replaced a pan of the damageJ casemates wa:. demolished, and 
the casemares reconstructed to their previous Baroque design, 
in order to provide integrity to the rest of the building. lr was 
a very complex exercise, since the fmt had undergone many 
changes throughout the years and in some cases it was difficult 
to decide which parts eo leave and which to remove in order to 
uncover an earlier feature. A steel bridge of the British period 
was dismantled and repaired, anJ rebuilt on sire. Torpiano 
concluded by remarking that thb project required the use of 
building skills which were almo~t ob~lete today, and the chapel 
of St. Anthony of Padua was being reconstructed. 

Prof. Alain Monferrand concluded the conference with an 
account of the lengthy process that the Association Vauban had 
undergone to have the works ofVauhan listed as Unesco World 
Heritage Sites, viewing thb as the best way of safeguarding this 
heritage for posterity. This involved swdying all the fourteen 
sites, and above all the drawing up of a protection plan for the 
future. Various experts in the field were appointed by Unesco 
and this process will finally soon he coming to a successful 
conclusion. He strongly recommended that Malta does the same 
for the Grand Harbour fortificattons because they are unique in 
that they contain exampb of all the styles of fortification from 
all the centuries up to the present day, in one condensed area. 

Keith Sciberras (ed), Melchiorre 
Cafa: Maltese Genius of the Roman 
Baroque. Midsea Books, Malta: 
2006. 
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Seminar on V alletta 
An international seminar 'Yalletta: Town, Architecture and 
Construction between Faith and War', was held at the Embassy 
of the Sovereign Military Order of Malta in Vallena on 1-3 
June 2006. 

Exhibition .. 'Albrecht Diirer and Italy' 
10 March -9 June 2007 
In the Spring of this year, the Scudene del Qtarinale in Rome 
hosted an important exhibition featuring one of the great 
personaliue~ in European art history, Albrecht Diirer (1471-
1528). The exhibition featured over 200 works by Durer, and 
analysed the relationship between Dorcr and Italy, highlighting 
his receptiveness to and influence on Italian art. 

Exhibition .. 'The Urban Development of 
Valletta' 
[n an extensively researched project exhibited at the lstituto 
Italiano di Cultura in Valletta in 2006, the students of the 
Faculty of Architecture of the Politecnico di Bari, Italy, 
conducted a ~tudy of the urban fabric ofVallena, focusing on 
its historical development. The project was titled: "ll processo 
formative della cittil di La V alletca: lenura e progetto'. The project 
was carried out under the supervision of Professor Giuseppe 
Sttappa and Architect Matteo leva of Bari, supported by the 
International Institute for Baroque Studies of the University 
of Malta. Architect Grazia Nanna coordinated the sening 
up of the exhibition in Malta. The exhibits included an 
extensive ground floor plan of the urban spaces and buildings 
of Valletta, and numerous plans of individual buildings and 
sections of rhe city. The project studied both domestic 
buildings and monumental or public buildings, mainly the 
auberges and churches of Valletta. To achieve this wide 
vision, the project employed a methodology that focused on 
the formanvc development of urban spaces, foUowmg similar 
research already carried out on Italian cities such as Venice, 
Rome, Florence and Corno. 

Exhibition - 'Caravaggio: l'immagine del 
Divino' 
30 September- 30 November 2007 
Organised by Heritage Malta and Romartificio Eventi at the 
National Museum of Archaeology, Valletta. 

Exhibition - 'Caravaggio and Paintings of 
Realism in Malta' 
11 October - 16 December 2007 
Organised by the St John's Co-Cathedra1 Foundation at the 
St John's Co-Cathedral Annex, Valletta. 
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Lectures on Alessandro Algardi 
On 7-9 March 2007, Or Jennifer Moncagu gave a series of lectures 
on the sculptor Alessandro Algardi to History of Art sruden~ 
and the general public at the Uruven.ity of Malta, as part of the 
course ART2010 Roman Baroque Sculpture. The 3 lectures were 
titled "Early Y cars in Bologna, Manrua and Rome", "Maturity and 
Pamphili Patronage", and ''Reliefs, Portraits and Smaller Works". 
Or Montagu (The Warburg Institute, University College, 
London) is a leading authority in the field of Roman Baroque 
sculpture. She has published extensively on rhe subJeCt, 
curated major exhibitions and is the recipient of numerous 
prestigious awards and fellowships. Or Montagu acted as 
External Post-Graduate Examiner for the History of An 
Programme at the University of Malta. 

Conference on the reconstruction of 
fortified towns 
In October 2006, an international conference on the 
reconstruction of fortified towns in Sicily, Dalmatia and 
Malta, was hosted by rhe research doctorate in the History 
of Architecture and Conservation of Architectural Assets 
programme of the Faculty of Architecture at the Uruverstty 
ofPalermo. 
The conference was inaugurated by the Rector of Palermo 
University, Prof Giuseppe Silvestri, in the grand hall of 
the medieval Palazzo Chiararnonte, a magnificent building 
close to the port of Palermo. The conference was held in 
the Caracciolo hall of Palazzo Landeria, and was attended by 
leading researchers from the universities of Palerrno, Catania, 
Calabria, Chictt-Pescara, Madrid, Coimbra, Malta, Berkeley, 
the Heckscher Museum of Art in New York, and the ICCU 
in Dubrovnik, Croatia. 
In d1eir presentations, due to be published shortly, all the 
participants communicated updated information, based on 
primary source research, on a variety of subjects related to the 
theme of the conference. 
Among the contributions there were five papers which directly 
concerned Malta - Il Progetto dr Florianr per le fcmificazionr di 
Malta by Prof T ommaso Scalesse; Residen~e fortificar.e in Sic ilia 
e Malca tra cinquecenw e seicento by Fulvia Scaduto; Don Cm·los 
de Gnmenbergh tra Sicilia e Malta by Prof Gabriella Cianciolo 
Cosentino; Farcificazioni delle citca costiere nel Regno di Sicilra: 
l' opera deU' ingenere Pietro Anconio T omasello da Padova al rempo 
del vicere Monr.eleone by Or Maurizro V esco, and Alcuni riflessr 
sulla ricostruzione del ltwgo forte di Mdina a Malca by Prof Den is 
De Lucca. 
As a follow-up to the Palermo conference, a group of 30 
conference participants, mainly post-graduate students from 
the Faculty of Architecture at rhc Unh·ersiry of Palermo, 
visited various sires 10 Malta, mainly 10 Vallerta and Mdma. 
The group was introduced to the post-1693 earthquake military 
and civil architecture of Malta as seen in irs local and European 
context. This 5-day visit was organised by the University of 
Palermo in collaboration with rhe Inrernationallnstitutc for 
Baroque Stuuies at the University of Malta. 
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St. Paul, by Melcl1iorre Ca[Ct, 
Church of St Paul Shipwrecked, Valletta. Detail. 

Baroque Rout es - December 2007 

Clwrity of St. Thomas ofVillanova, b)' Melchiorre Cafa, National 
Mu.~ewn of Fine Arcs, Valleua . 

M.A. and Diploma Theses 2006-2007 

Recent theses by stu<..lents at the International 
Institute for Baroque Studiel> incluJe: 

M.A. in Baroque Studies 
Vincent Zammit, Cum Magna Pompa: Pageantry and 
Ceremor~ie~ in Baroque Malra 1697 ~ 1736 
Tanya Formosa, The Science of Baroque Arr: cm Endwing 
Relationship 
Holly Knowlcs, BarocJW! Cinema 
Yvelte Sciherras Mifsud, Rosario Gcrgliardz and Ecclesiastical 
Buildings in Sicilan Towns 

Diploma in Baroque Studies 
Nichola~ Aquilina, The Auberges ofVallecw 
Amhony David Flrincat, The Baro,Jt«? Palace and Oardem of 
Villa D'Arrrel in Gudja 
J ere my C;~ch ia, The lconugraph)' of St Cmherine of Alexandria 
in Painting during the Baroq1te Era in lvfc!lta 
Emmanuel Camilleri. The Contribution of Lorenzo Gafa ro the 
Development of BaroqHe Archicecnrre m Malta 
Mark Cassar, The Aging Baroque Ctt\· 
Charlo Dalli, The Remodeling of the )esuic Gesu Church, 
Valletta 

Mario Dcbrincl,lt, The Fougass11: a Baroque \Veapon of Mass 
Destruction 
Martin Farrugia, A Study o.f Escutcheons and other Heraldic 
Elements in Baroque Military Architecture in Malta 
Frank Fcnech, E~:al!wdon of Past Restoration lnterwncions on 
Baroque Buildin~ in Vallerta with Particular Reference to the 
RC?swration of the Church of Sea Caterma d' ltalia 
Joseph Fenech, Salm Psaila and Seven of Ius \Vooden Carved 
Statues 
Alexander Formosa, Conserwttiml Methodology f<>r Notre Dame 
Gate. Zabbar 
Jose ph Grech, The Parish Chw·clt ofHal Ghaxaq from it.~ Origins 
eo the Baroque Period 
Ge,>rge Grima, Verdala Palace 
Kenneth Incorvaja, The S!!cdy of Building Practice in Hosptrafler 
Malta with Special Reference w Mason's Marks 
Ivan Merciet.:a, The Consen·ation of the Nacwnal Library'~ 
Farade, Valletra 
Stephen Scicluna, Tlte Chapel of Italy in St. John's Go
Cathedral 
Martin ZammiL, PerceJ>rions and Acritttdes of Maltese Society 
to·wards Archaeological Discoveries during rite Baroque Era 

·.· 


